Engineered for enjoyment.

It all starts with the sound.
We started thinksound™ to make headphones that we would want to listen to; and we’re not easily satisfied. They not only had
to sound amazing; they had to look good, feel comfortable in your ears and be designed and manufactured responsibly too.
We gave ourselves quite the challenge. Back when we set out to do this; it was unheard of in the audio industry.
Over the years, other companies have taken notice. They’ve copied the design, the packaging, the accessories, and even have
taken text directly from our website and catalog. While these companies and their headphones may try to look similar; it’s only skin
deep. The sound, what matters most, just doesn’t compare. Don’t take our word for it either; read what the reviewers have said.
We’re a small company. We work hard to make extraordinary products and offer them at affordable prices and we back all of this
with unmatched customer service. We’re not happy accepting “good enough” and honestly you shouldn’t be either.
Thank you for supporting thinksound.
Sincerely,

Aaron Fournier
CEO/President/Engineer

Our story.
thinksound™ was founded by Aaron Fournier and Mike Tunney, who met while
working at Tivoli Audio over a decade ago. After spending their formative years
working alongside industry legends Cary Christie (Infinity/Artison) and Tom DeVesto
(Tivoli Audio/Cambridge Soundworks); they decided the time was right to strike
out on their own.

aaron fournier
co-founder, president,
chief executive officer,
lead audio engineer

mike tunney
co-founder, creative director

With the belief that products should be designed and manufactured responsibly,
without sacrificing quality or price, thinksound was launched.
thinksound™ products feature a level of sound quality and fit and finish which is
unrivaled in their price range. Our headphones also come with a comprehensive
warranty and our acclaimed customer service. We invite you try a pair of
thinksound™ headphones and hear what you’ve been missing.

“Great sound and comfort. The passive noise
isolation and full-range, even sound ensures that
I hear my bass, and everything else, perfectly.”
– Mark Damon, Bassist for The Pretty Reckless

“I’m blown away by the sound quality and
comfort of the On1 headphones.”
– Chris Adler, 3x Grammy Nominated Drummer for				
		 Lamb of God

“Designed to meet the needs of professional 		
musicians and audio engineers who are
passionate about sound quality.”
– Alex Skolnick, renowned guitarist for Testament
		 and the Alex Skolnick Trio

“I mix with thinksound because even at a low 		
volume I can still hear everything. They give 		
me the feeling of mixing on speakers.”
– Nik Chinboukas, Engineer/Producer
		 Spin Studios NYC

Designed to perform to our high standards, and theirs too:

“Though I’ll probably always be attracted to the 		
many varieties of headphones available, I know
I need only one and it’ll come from thinksound.”
– Stephen Mejias, Stereophile

The evolution of sound. The On2 supra-aural monitor is the newest version of the
award-winning On1; a headphone that has been named an A-Rated Component by
Stereophile Magazine for three years in a row. The On2 features accurate, professional
studio monitor sound and imaging. It has an enhanced 40mm speaker driver with
upgraded acoustics for more accurate sound reproduction and a larger sound stage.
The On2 supra-aural monitor is available in a beautiful natural wood finish and includes
two sets of detachable Kevlar reinforced, tangle resistant fabric cables. They feature
luxurious memory foam ear pads and a flexible headband for extra comfort. A cotton
carrying pouch is also included to protect the headphones and store the accessories.
• Voiced by acclaimed audio engineer, Aaron Fournier
• Hand crafted natural wood housing for accurate music reproduction
• Award-winning thinksound™ signature acoustics
• Two (2) 4.5’ long detachable cables – (1) with mic control and (1) without
• Single button microphone + call/music control for mobile communication
• Compatible with iOS and Android devices
• 5Hz-22kHz frequency response, 50Ω, 40mm dynamic driver
• 3.5mm steel reinforced gold plated stereo plug for increased sound clarity
• Passive noise isolation minimizes ambient sounds
• Kevlar reinforced, tangle-resistant fabric cable
• Memory Foam ear pads for maximum comfort and wearability
• Flexible metal headband with comfortable faux leather overlay
• Storage pouch included and a two (2) year limited warranty

Studio sound right in your ear. thinksound™ ms02 in-ear monitor is the latest version of
our first in-ear monitor, the award-winning ms01. The ms02 features a high-definition 8mm
driver with passive noise isolation. It was voiced by critically acclaimed Audio Engineer and
thinksound CEO, Aaron Fournier.
The ms02 has advanced studio acoustics and a full range sound that delivers exactly
what musicians and discerning listeners demand. It features an ultra-lightweight design
and reduced speaker diameter for better ergonomics. The ms02 also features tangle
resistant PVC-Free cables, and a hand crafted, sustainable, wood housing for more
accurate sound reproduction. Each pair comes with a cotton carrying pouch and four
sets of ear fittings to ensure a perfect fit. As with all thinksound products, the ms02 inear monitors come with a one (1) year warranty.
• Voiced by acclaimed audio engineer, Aaron Fournier
• High-definition 8mm driver for detailed, accurate sound
• Wooden housing for crisp, accurate music reproduction
• Compatible with iOS and Android devices
• Advanced studio acoustics and a full range sound
• Dynamic driver features 15 Hz – 20 kHz frequency response
• 96 ±3 dB @ 1KHz 1mW sensitivity
• 16 ohm impedance
• 45˚ angled gold plated plug for increased clarity & durability
• 10g Ultra-lightweight design
• Kevlar-reinforced, tangle-resistant 4 foot long cable
• Passive Noise Isolation minimizes ambient sounds
• Sweat-resistant design, perfect for the gym
• Four flexible silicon ear inserts for a secure fit (s/m/l/xl)
• Cord clip & cotton carrying pouch
• One (1) year limited warranty

The sound that started it all. Now, completely reimagined. The rain3 is the latest
headphone in the award-winning rain product line. It features an 8mm dynamic speaker
driver, upgraded acoustics for more accurate sound reproduction and a wide sound-stage.
The result is a versatile headphone that was engineered to have a smooth sound signature.
The rain3 has gunmetal aluminum baffle mated to a chocolate-stained housing that it
hand-crafted from sustainable wood. It features an ultra-lightweight design for better
ergonomics and comfort for longer listening periods. Passive noise cancellation minimizes
ambient sounds. The rain3 also has tangle resistant PVC-Free cables. Each pair comes
with a cotton carrying pouch and four sets of ear fittings to ensure a perfect fit.
• Voiced by acclaimed audio engineer, Aaron Fournier
• Compatible with iOS and Android devices
• Wooden housing for crisp, accurate music reproduction
• Dynamic driver features 18Hz to 20kHz frequency response
• 96 ±3 dB @ 1KHz 1mW sensitivity
• 16 ohm impedance
• 45˚ angled gold plated plug for increased clarity & durability
• 9.5g Ultra-lightweight design
• Kevlar-reinforced, tangle-resistant 4 foot long cable
• Passive Noise Isolation minimizes ambient sounds
• Sweat-resistant design, perfect for the gym
• Four flexible silicon ear inserts for a secure fit (s/m/l/xl)
• Cord clip & cotton carrying pouch
• One (1) year limited warranty

Smooth sound for smooth talkers. The ts03+mic is the new version of our
award-winning ts02+mic headphone. It features an 8mm dynamic speaker
driver, upgraded acoustics for more accurate sound reproduction and a wide
sound-stage. The result is a versatile headphone with deep, tight bass.
The ts03+mic has gunmetal aluminum baffle mated to a walnut-stained housing that is hand-crafted from sustainable wood. It features an ultra-lightweight design for better ergonomics and redesigned single-button mic. The
ts03+mic also has tangle resistant PVC-free cables. Passive noise cancellation minimizes ambient sounds. Each pair comes with four sets of ear fittings to
ensure a perfect fit, a cotton carrying
pouch and the new hard case. As with all thinksound in-ear headphones,
the ts03+mic comes with a one (1) year warranty.
• Microphone + call/music control for mobile communication
• Compatible with iOS and Android devices
• Wooden housing for crisp, accurate music reproduction
• 20 Hz – 20 kHz frequency response
• 99 ±3 dB @ 1KHz 1mW sensitivity
• 16 ohm impedance
• 45˚ angled gold plated plug for increased clarity & durability
• Acoustically enhanced 8mm driver
• 10g Ultra-lightweight design
• Kevlar-reinforced, tangle-resistant 4 foot long cable
• Passive Noise Isolation minimizes ambient sounds
• Sweat-resistant design, perfect for the gym
• Four flexible silicon ear inserts for a secure fit (s/m/l/xl)
• Cord clip, cotton carrying pouch & hard case
• One (1) year limited warranty

“thinksound makes great sounding headphones.
I used them in my studio during the process 				
for recording “For All Kings” and I use them for 			
everyday listening. Good guys who make some 			
great products, check them out!”
– Joey Belladonna – 3x Grammy nominated lead singer for
		 Anthrax, Chief Big Way

sound description

sound description

sound description

sound description

high-definition drivers provide effortless
sound with studio precision and clarity.

advanced studio acoustics and a full range
sound that delivers exactly what the pros
demanded.

a clean, clear and warm sound for the
average listener.

a warm and relaxed experience that
everyone can appreciate.

ideal listening

ideal listening

ideal listening

ideal listening

all situations. excellent for the studio, on
commuter rails, noisy environments or in
relaxed atmospheres. Memory foam
earpads help prevent ear fatigue.

normal and quiet environments where the
listener can appreciate details in music
never heard before. great to relax and get
lost in the the music.

overall performer for everyday listening.

all-around performer; excels in noisier
environments. warm and relaxed sound is
perfect for airplanes, subways and other
noisy situations.

bass

bass

bass

bass

deep extension, solid, accurate

deep, clean, precise

deep, clean

deep, solid

midrange

midrange

midrange

midrange

clean, full, blooming

warm

warm

warm, full-bodied

highs

highs

highs

highs

spacious, clear, detailed

clear, crisp, detailed, spacious

clear, detailed, spacious

clear but relaxed

specs
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5 Hz – 22 kHz
50 ohms
2 detachable cables
microphone for call/music control

15 Hz – 20 kHz
96 ±3 dB @ 1KHz 1mW
16 ohms

18 Hz – 20 kHz
96 ±3 dB @ 1KHz 1mW
16 ohms

20 Hz – 20 kHz
99 ±3 dB @ 1KHz 1mW
16 ohms

warranty

warranty

warranty

warranty

2 years

1 year

1 year

1 year

Want to become a dealer
or international distributor?
If you are interested in becoming a dealer
or distributor in your country, please email
sales@thinksound.com.
We would love to hear from you.

350 Route 108
Suite 204
Somersworth, NH 03878
hello@thinksound.com
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